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was adopted and a subcommittee including mr
wu was appointed to make the arrangements
wpq
wpc
general theme library resources in oriental

yukihisa suzuki and mr eugene
the panel has selected as its

and panelists from over
dand
studiedand
studies
Studiesand
studle
a dozen countries have been invited to present papers or discussion this is
congress
the first time a library panel has ever been set up in the Con
gressl
tressl and the
CALRFE has been
beeri
beeh credited for its initiation
ms for international cooperation are also under considerations
programs
progre
consideration
other progra
during the year the national diet library of japan was contacted through
both correspondence and personal visit in connection with the exchange of
government publications and resources exchange and training of librarian
librarianssl
technical aids in the preparation of catalog cards and cataloging tools and
nd 10empurposes
the need for a librarians conference for communication and
ifatsth jpurposeo
American Embassy in japan
the minister counselor for cultural affairs of the americanembassy
hold
heid with the
also took part in the discussion similar discussion was also held
micro filming of its rare materials
library in taiwan possible microfilming
national central librar
librae
and exchange arrangements of government publications have been included in the
discussions besides an international librarians association for asian
A session is scheduled
some foreign librarians
by sone
studies has been proposed bysome
at the next CALRFE meeting in chicago for the discussion of various problems
involved in international cooperation and exchange
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future plans various activities are scheduled for 1967
issues of the newsletter will be published several subcommittees will be oganized to study and recommend new programs A number of microfilming
micro filming projects
of chinese and japanese materials will also be introduced data on new acquisitions will again be collected since they provide information on the growth
of national resources the forthcoming meetings in chicago will discuss both
A panel on
academic and professional problems
bookmaking in east asia is
scheduled as one of the regular sessions at the AAS meeting and a series of
sessions on organization resources
resource
so administration and international relations
resourceso
will be included in a whole day meeting of the CALRFE the papers and discus sions will be published if funds are available in general the activities
cussions
during the year will be directed toward the strengthening of the organizations
organization
CALRFE activities and further planning of
fuller participation of members in GALRFB
interlibrary and international cooperation for the access to and use of resources
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